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Introduction
• Currently there are many on-going hadron-argon cross section 

measurements
- Inclusive pion-argon cross section
- Inclusive proton-argon cross section
- Pion absorption/charge exchange
- TKI
- Neutron cross section
- Kaon cross section
- etc.

• Most of the analyses currently use a single 1 GeV/c data run 5387
- It is ok to use a single run to develop analysis .
- The final results should use all 1 GeV/c data for good statistics. 

• We need to calibrate all 1 GeV/c data.
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Detector calibration
• We calibrate the detector response to track particles in two 

steps
- Equalization of detector response (dQ/dx calibration)

• Electronic gain calibration, space charge calibration and lifetime
calibration were applied during reconstruction/production. 

• Additional YZ and X calibration constants are derived using crossing 
muons. 

- Absolute energy scale (ADC -> number of electrons) is determined 
using stopping muons (dE/dx calibration).

• The procedure is documented in the performance paper and 
wiki page.

• The dQ/dx calibration constants can be uploaded to the 
calibration database.  
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https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/15/12/P12004
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SCE corrections, lifetime corrections, YZ corrections, X corrections, and
normalization factors were applied to runs 5759, 5770, and 5841.
Calibration constants were determined to convert dQ/dx to dE/dx for the
absolute energy scale. These calibration factors were uploaded to a
database for use in further physics analysis.

• Divide the yz plane into 5x5 cm2 bins and divide the x coordinate into 5 cm bins 
• Correction factors calculated using global dQ/dx (median value across x coordinate 

or yz plane) and local dQ/dx (median value in bin)
• Normalization using median dQ/dx at anode and global dQ/dx

Charge response and energy calibration of ProtoDUNE-SP
Graham Chambers-Wall on behalf of the DUNE collaboration
William Jewell College FERMILAB-POSTER-20-087-ND

Introduction YZ, X, and Normalization Corrections Absolute Energy Calibration
ProtoDUNE-SP is a test bed liquid argon time projection
chamber (LArTPC) for the far detector of the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). This LArTPC
is calibrated using cosmic-ray cathode-crossing muons,
electric field maps, and purity-monitor data to correct for
nonuniformities in the detector response. Cosmic-ray
stopping muons are used to perform the absolute energy
scale calibration for further physics analysis.

Electron Lifetime Correction
Fig 3: dQ/dx vs x coordinate without (solid) and
with (dashed) an electron lifetime correction of
11.0 ms. Electron lifetime measurements are
based on purity-monitor data.
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𝐶cal = Constant used to convert ADC values to number of electrons,
𝑊ion = 23.6 x 10-6 MeV/electron (work function of argon),
ℰ = ProtoDUNE-SP E field based on the space charge maps,
𝜌 = 1.39 g/cm3 (liquid argon density at a pressure of 105 kPa)
𝛽′ = 0.212 (kV/cm)(g/cm2)/MeV, and
𝛼 = 0.93.

Calibration Constants (10-3 ADC/electron)

Plane Run 5759 Run 5770 Run 5841

0 5.353±0.0065 5.325±0.0063 5.411±0.0062

1 5.328±0.0062 5.261±0.0057 5.403±0.0061

2 4.891±0.0063 4.828±0.0054 4.855±0.0071

The calibrated dQ/dx
values of stopping
muons are used in
the Modified Box
Model [2] to fit the
dE/dx values.

Fig 1: Schematic of ProtoDUNE-SP (left) [1]
and dimensions of the detector (right)

Charge Distributions

Fig 7: dQ/dx vs x (right) and dQ/dx distribution (left) of cathode-crossing muons
comparing no corrections, SCE correction, SCE/lifetime corrections, SCE/lifetime/YZ
corrections, and SCE/lifetime/YZ/X corrections.
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Fig 5: dQ/dx distribution in plane
2 for x < 0 after yz correction.

X correction factor:
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(𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝑥)calibrated= 𝑁𝑄𝐶 𝑦, 𝑧 𝐶(𝑥)(𝑑𝑄/𝑑𝑥)reconstructed

Fig 9: dE/dx vs residual 
range of stopping muons.
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Reduced charge model:
𝑄 𝑡 = 𝑄0exp(− 𝑡hit − 𝑡0 /𝜏)

No corrections

SCE

SCE, lifetime

SCE, lifetime, YZ

SCE, lifetime, YZ, X𝑄(𝑡) is charge measured on wire, 𝑄0 is initial charge from
ionization of argon, 𝑡hit is time charge arrived at the APA, 𝑡0 is
time ionization occurred, and 𝜏 is drift electron lifetime.

Space Charge Effects
Fig 2: Charge deposition per unit length (dQ/dx) vs x
coordinate with and without space charge effect
(SCE) corrections applied in plane 2. Cosmic rays
passing through the detector cause the accumulation
of positive ions, leading to distortions in the electric
field in the LArTPC. The SCE is corrected for using
measured electric field maps.

ProtoDUNE-SP: Run 5759
Preliminary Data

Fig 6: dQ/dx vs x coordinate after yz
corrections for plane 2 comparing before
and after x correction.

Fig 4: dQ/dx distribution in plane
2 for x < 0 before yz correction.

Solid: No electron lifetime correction
Dashed: With electron lifetime correction
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Current production status
• Prod4 of 1 GeV/c data and MC is complete, see wiki page. 
• Starting from this production, the production team saves the

“michelremoving” TTree, which can be used to derive calibration 
constants. 

• Prod4a of 1 GeV/c MC is on-going
- Simulate the effect of electron diverters (Ref: Tom's talk) 
- Save additional true trajectory points (Ref: Jake's talk)
- This is the likely to sample for the first cross section results/publications.
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Current calibration status
• Ajib provided the calibration constants for the Prod4 1 GeV/c 

MC and run 5387. 
• Mitch Mote (LSU) has started working on detector calibration
- He finished dQ/dx and dE/dx calibration for Prod4 1 GeV/c MC.

- He has started to work on calibrating data.

- He is also working on an automated version of the codes that can 
be used much more easily and with less change of parameters 
inside the C files themselves.

• Reddy Pratap Gandrajula also worked on the data calibration in 
2020
- See his talk at the collaboration meeting. 
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/20144/contributions/55811/attachments/34939/42684/StoppingMuonsCalibration.pdf


Plan for detector calibration
• Once Prod4a of 1 GeV/c MC is done, we need to calibrate it. 
• We should organize the efforts to calibrate 1 GeV/c data. 
- We need to create a good run list first

• Good beam run list

• We need to identify all 1 GeV/c data at the nominal running conditions (HV = 
180 kV)

- We would like people to volunteer to calibrate data runs
• Mitch/Ajib can give a tutorial

- We also need one person to upload calibration constants to database. 
- Once the detector calibration is finished, we will request the production 

team to reprocess data to have calibrated dE/dx information. 
• We can use the slack channel #pdsp-calibration to coordinate the

efforts.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1O4o9_q8F-KynQltKDAfmco3e_s1eKItFkzZ4-g_Vls0/edit


Comments for the group
• It would be good to give regular updates at the DRA meeting.
- E.g. new thin slice methods, latest cross section results.

- Could be a summary talk by the convener and/or individual talks by 
analyzers. 

• It would be good to get regular updates on each analysis.
- What is the current status?

- What is the timeline of the analysis?

- Are you waiting for new samples or having trouble in your analysis? 

- When will the paper come out? J
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